
EZ-Twist  
Refillable Odor Controller 

TECHNICAL DATA 

♦ Replaceable disks available in 
many pleasant fragrances 

♦ Adjustable output 

♦ Treat areas up to 2,000 cu. ft. 

♦ Last up to 30 days 

♦ Safe, spill-proof, non-toxic 

♦ Easy to use 

The EZ-Twist is “simply” an adjustable odor neutralizer 

for small areas where quick, safe and long-lasting 

deodorization is desired. Designed for spaces up to 

2,000 cubic feet, the EZ-Twist dispenses a natural, 

deodorizing dry vapor through the use of unique, 

replaceable element technology.  

SOME SUGGESTED APPLICATIONS 

♦ Restrooms 
♦ Hotel Rooms 
♦ Litter Box/Pet Areas 
♦ Storage Containers/Luggage 

♦ Kitchens 
♦ Offices 
♦ Dressing Rooms 
♦ Student Dorm Rooms 

♦ Utility Closets 
♦ Boats 
♦ Mobile Homes/Trailers 
♦ Vehicles...and more! 

® 

Long-lasting EZ-Disks are 

available in 15+ fragr
ances 

for the versatile, easy-t
o-use 

EZ-Twist! 
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 The disk-shaped EZ-Twist is a deodorizing device that “simply” 
utilizes a special non-woven fiber element to release an effective 
neutralizing dry vapor into the air. 

 The compact unit requires no electricity or batteries—it relies on 
gentle air movement passing over the neutralizing element to 
constantly refresh the air. By rotating the cover, output can be 
precisely adjusted to meet user needs and to prolong product 
life. Replacement fragrance elements are available in several 
naturally effective varieties. 

 The system is especially suitable for vehicles, litter box and pet 
areas, garbage can spaces, mobile homes and camping trailers, 
and other small places where economical performance is a 
major concern. 

  

 The EZ-Twist is quick and easy to use. To replace the element, 
just remove the EZ-Twist from the adhesive Velcro strip, snap 
open, drop in the replacement disk and reattach. Adjust the 
uniquely designed air vents by twisting to open or close for 
precisely controlled vapor output. 

  

 The EZ-Disk fragrance elements provide long-lasting 
deodorization—30 days or more! EZ-Twist housings and EZ-
Disk fragrance elements are sold separately. Available in 
convenient packages of 12, the plastic bodies and replacement 
elements are inexpensive to purchase, compact and lightweight 
to ship, and require little storage space. 

  

 The compact, durable housings are refillable for extended life. 
Spill-proof, non-toxic and biodegradable, the EZ-Twist system’s 
fragrance elements are superior to messy gels, cans and bulky 
sprays. The EZ-Twist system eliminates the potential for 
dangerous spills and wet spots on floors, and contains no 
petroleum distillates, inert ingredients or ozone-depleting 
chemicals. 

  

 

 EZ-Disks are available in all of the 
AromaVision fragrances. They are also 
designed for use in the versatile battery-
operated Vaportronic Wall Cabinet System 
(#90-2600), capable of treating areas up to 
10,000 cu. ft. Inquire about the Vaportronic 
and the scents for the disks that can be 
used in both products.  

SELECTED SPECIFICATIONS 

 
♦ #21-7600 EZ-Twist Housing/Ivory 

♦ #21-7601 EZ-Twist Housing/Black 
 

♦ #34-7600 Series EZ-Disks 

♦ Passive system—requires no batteries or 
electricity 

♦ Attach to hard or fabric surfaces 

♦ Approximately 3" wide, 1" deep 

♦ Case packs: 12 each 

♦ Made by Vaportek in the USA.  

Because of a constant commitment to 
product improvement, Vaportek reserves the right to 
change product specifications or availability without notice 
or obligation. 

Printed in USA 
© Vaportek, Inc. 2010 

EZ-Twist Refillable Odor Controller 

Exclusive Technology 

Simple  

Cost Effective 

Ecologically Friendly 

® 

W226N6339 Village Drive, Sussex, WI 53089 

(800) 237-6367   v   info@vaportek.com  v  www.Vaportek.com 
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